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Abstract—The critical path of a group of tasks is an important measure that is commonly used to guide task allocation and
scheduling on parallel computers. The critical path is the longest chain of dependencies in an acyclic task dependence graph.
A problem arises on heterogeneous parallel machines where computation and communication costs can vary between different
types of processor. Existing solutions for heterogeneous machines attempt to estimate the critical path using average values
of computation and communication costs. However, this ignores opportunities to match specific tasks to specific classes of
processor and communication links, and can result in quite misleading paths being identified as critical. We argue that an accurate
critical path must consider the mapping of tasks to classes of processor and communication links. We formulate a polynomial
time algorithm to find such a critical path. Our Critical Earliest Finish Time (CEFT) algorithm finds both the length of the critical
path and an allocation of tasks to processors on that path. We compared CEFT experimentally to existing approaches such as
averaging execution times across processors. The latter approach fails to accurately model the execution cost of tasks, and as
a result fails to identify a correct critical path in 83.99% of cases in our experiments. We also adapted a critical path-oriented
scheduling algorithm (CPOP) to use our critical path algorithm and found that the resulting schedules are faster.
Index Terms—Critical Path, Dynamic Programming, Static Scheduling, DAG scheduling
F
1 INTRODUCTION
S CHEDULING of tasks onto resources is one of themost fundamental problems in parallel comput-
ing. A critical path is the longest chain of dependent
tasks in a graph. It is impossible to execute the graph
in less time than the length of the critical path, even
with infinite resources. Many successful scheduling
algorithms [1], [2] prioritise tasks on the critical path.
Although the critical path is well defined when
the computing resources are all of the same type, a
problem arises on heterogeneous parallel computers.
A given task usually has a different execution time
depending on the type of computing resource upon
which it is executed. For example, a heterogeneous
parallel machine may consist of a small number of
powerful processors that execute tasks quickly, and
a larger number of low-power processors that are
more energy efficient. Without a fixed execution time
for each task, the critical path is poorly defined1.
In addition, communication time between processors
typically varies in real machines. For example, com-
municating between cores on a single chip usually has
a low cost, whereas communicating over the network
in a cluster is much slower and hence has a higher
cost.
• The authors are with the School of Computer Science and Statistics,
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1However, if there is no communication cost, the problem is
simple to solve. One can simply form a new graph by placing
every task on a processor that minimizes its finish time and
calculate the longest path in this resultant graph.
Existing algorithms to compute the critical path of a
graph for heterogeneous machines make simplifying
assumptions. One simple strategy is to take each of
the execution times of a given task on various pro-
cessors and average them [3]. Another, is to assume
that all tasks on the critical path are executed on a
single processor, and to simply choose the processor
that minimizes the critical path length [2].
In this paper we propose a definition of the critical
path for heterogeneous processors that is much closer
to the intuitive idea of the shortest possible execu-
tion time, based purely on dependencies. A practical
problem with our definition is that for each task we
need to consider all of the different processors that
it can be executed on. This could potentially lead to
an exponential search space. However, we provide a
dynamic programming algorithm that can consider all
possible allocations in polynomial time.
Our main contributions are:
• We propose a new definition of the critical path
for tasks graphs on parallel computers with het-
erogeneous execution and communication times.
• We provide a novel dynamic programming al-
gorithm for finding our critical path (Critical
Earliest Finish Time (CEFT)) in P2e time, where P
is the number of classes of processors and e is the
number of edges in the task graph. We evaluate
our new approach and find that quality of the
critical paths are shown to be better than those
produced by the state of the art CPOP with our
critical paths being shorter in most cases.
• We also extend our critical path finding algo-
rithm into a DAG scheduling algorithm (CEFT-
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2CPOP) by replacing the path found by our algo-
rithm (with its corresponding partial assignment)
into the CPOP algorithm. Our experiments sug-
gest that our algorithm (CEFT-CPOP) produces
smaller makespans in 15.9%, 75.94%, 90.29% and
89.69% of the experiments in four different mod-
els of parallel workloads.
2 BACKGROUND
Critical paths have long been used to guide heuris-
tic algorithms for scheduling directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) of tasks [4], [5], [1]. A task graph is a DAG
where the vertices represent computational tasks and
the edges represent data dependencies between the
tasks. When scheduling for homogeneous parallel
architectures, weights are assigned to vertices of the
graph to represent the execution time of the task, and
to the edges to represent the communication cost of
data flow between tasks. We consider the problem of
static scheduling of task graphs, where the execution
time and communication costs can be estimated with
some accuracy prior to scheduling. In common with
existing literature on static scheduling, we do not
consider the case of computation or communication
costs that are strongly dependent on unpredictable
data inputs or run-time artifacts.
The conventional definition of the critical path of a
DAG in static task scheduling is the longest path of from
the entry node to the exit node in the task graph. On ho-
mogeneous parallel computers the standard algorithm
for finding the longest path in a DAG can be used
to find the critical path. However for heterogeneous
parallel architectures, finding the critical path is more
difficult. The execution time of each task can be quite
different, which means that the dependence length of
a path through the graph depends not just on the tasks
in the path, but also on which of the heterogeneous
processors each task is allocated.
Two approaches are commonly used to estimate the
critical path in scheduling algorithms for heteroge-
neous architectures. Popular scheduling approaches
such as HEFT and CPOP [2] assign an execution cost
to each task that is the average execution time of
the task on each processor. They also assume that
the communication cost between pairs of processors
depends purely on the quantity of transferred data,
so that costs between different pairs of processors
are all the same. These two assumptions provide a
single execution cost for each task and a single com-
munication cost for each edge, so that the standard
critical path algorithm for homogeneous architectures
can be used. However, in cases where task execution
times differ widely on different processors, this can be
inaccurate. For example, a GPU might be an order of
magnitude faster than a CPU on an array processing
task, but absolutely hopeless for single-threaded code.
The average of CPU and GPU execution on each task
may be a multiple of the execution cost on the best
architecture for that task.
A second common approach is to assume that the
entire task graph will be executed on a single type
of processor, and use the execution costs for that
type of processor to compute a critical path [6]. A
heterogeneous machine may contain several different
types of processor, and a critical path will need to
be computed for each type. However, selecting the
processor that results in the shortest critical path gives
some estimate of the minimum possible time needed
to execute the code. This heuristic may work well on
heterogeneous machines where some processors are
simply more powerful versions of others. However,
where different types of processors — such as CPUs
and GPUs — are suited to different types of tasks, this
approach may result in an estimate of the critical path
length that is much longer than can be achieved by
choosing the best processor for each task.
Neither of these approaches to estimating the criti-
cal path is entirely satisfactory. Both can result in very
misleading paths being identified as critical, as we
show in section 7. A better heuristic for identifying
the critical path should take into account the different
execution times of tasks on different processors and
the cost of data communication between processors.
3 DEFINING A CRITICAL PATH FOR HETERO-
GENEOUS PROCESSORS
As we saw in the previous section, identifying the crit-
ical path of a task graph on a heterogeneous parallel
computer is complicated because the execution and
communication times vary depending on the alloca-
tion of tasks to processors. Existing approaches use
simplifying assumptions, such as taking the average
execution time of a task across all processors.
For a restricted version of the problem, we can find
a more accurate estimate than previous approaches.
If we assume that communication costs between pro-
cessors are zero, then for each task we simply choose
the processor allocation that minimizes the execution
time of the task. This provides us with a single
minimal execution time for each task, allowing us to
find the critical path using the standard algorithm
for homogeneous architectures. This same approach
can also be used if we make the same assumption
about communication costs as Topcuoglu et al. [2]:
the communication cost is the same irrespective of
the source and destination processor, even if the
source and destination are the same processor. Where
communication costs are entirely independent of the
allocation of tasks, we can simply allocate each task
to the processor that minimizes its execution time.
Although this approach is no more complex than
Topcuoglu et al.’s and is likely more accurate, to our
knowledge we are the first to propose it.
3Notation Description
CEFT The dynamic programming array
p Number of processors
v Number of tasks
e Number of edges
P(ti) Parents of the task ti
Ccomp(ti, pj) Execution time of task ti on processor pj
L(pi) Communication startup time of processor pi
TABLE 1: List of notations
However, this assumption that communication
costs are independent of processor allocation of tasks
is unsatisfactory for two main reasons. First, on
large scale parallel computers communicating with
a nearby processing element is typically faster than
sending the same data over a long distance. Second,
there is an important case where two tasks are al-
located to the same processor, which can eliminate
communication costs entirely. A critical path for het-
erogeneous parallel computers should ideally take ac-
count of heterogeneous communication costs as well
as computation costs. However, when we consider
both the costs together, there is no longer a simple
strategy for choosing the best allocation of tasks to
processors that will minimize the critical path. There
is an exponential number of possible allocations of
processors to tasks. In section 4 we present a polyno-
mial time dynamic programming algorithm that finds
a critical path considering both heterogeneous com-
putation and communication costs. First, we present
several definitions to formalize the problem.
3.1 Definitions
Table 1 gives a list of notations and their descriptions
that we will be using for the rest of this paper. A task
graph is a weighted directed acyclic graph Gt(Vt, Et),
such that each vertex Vt is a program statement(s) or
kernel in the application, and Et ⊆ (Vt × Vt), repre-
sents the communication edges between the vertices.
The system resources (processor graph) are repre-
sented by a weighted undirected graph Gr(Vr, Cr).
Where Vr represents a processing element in the
underlying processor graph, while the edge Cr ⊆
(Vr×Vr), represents the communication links. For the
sake of simplicity in the rest of this paper we will refer
to a task vt ∈ Vt as ti and a processor vr ∈ Vr as pj .
Definition 1. We define an assignment of a task as it
being mapped on to a processor for execution. It differs from
a schedule in the sense that we do not have to specify order
of execution as we deal with one task and one processor.
The assignment of a path is set of individual assignments
for all the tasks in the given path2.
Definition 2. P(ti) denotes the set of parents (commonly
referred to as the set of immediate predecessors in the
2In the rest of this paper, we use assignment and mapping
interchangeably.
literature) of task ti in the given DAG. Any task that has
no parent is called a source task or an entry task. Similarly,
any task that doesn’t have any children are identified as a
leaf node or exit task.
Definition 3. We define communication cost between
task tk on processor pl and task ti on processor pj as,
Ccomm({tk, pl}, {ti, pj}) =
L(pl) +
datatk,ti
cpl,pj
, pj 6= pl
0 , pj = pl
(1)
where L(pl) is the setup time associated with a processor
every time it has to send data; datatk,ti represents the data
size that has to be sent from task tk to task ti. Similarly,
cpl,pj is the bandwidth between processor pl and pj .
The critical-path of a DAG is conventionally [7] de-
fined as following,
Definition 4. Critical-Path (CP) of a DAG is the longest
path from the entry node to the exit node in the application
graph. The minimum critical-path length (CPMIN ) is
computed by considering the minimum computational costs
of each task in the critical path.
This definition of a critical-path suggests that the
critical-path is a property only of the application DAG.
Although this holds true in the homogeneous setting,
it breaks down in heterogeneous setting. We examine
this through the following lemmas and their proofs.
Lemma 1. The critical path cannot be independent of
its mapping to the processors in a heterogeneous parallel
machine
Proof: In a heterogeneous setting, the execution
time of tasks in the DAG is given by Ccomp(ti, pj)
which is a cell in a two-dimensional matrix of order
v × p. This implies that we cannot reduce the vector
Ccomp(ti) into a scalar value and hence the vertex
weights of the DAG cannot be known a priori as the
weights do not exist independent of a mapping for
the tasks onto processors. Weights cannot be given a
single value independent of a mapping, and hence the
critical path can not exist independent of its mapping.
3.2 Defining the critical path
In section 2, we saw that existing definitions of the
critical path are inadequate for the heterogeneous ex-
ecution setting. The definition of critical-path, which
was valid in the homogeneous setting, is being used to
estimate the critical path in the heterogeneous setting.
In this section, we will attempt to redefine the critical-
path for the newer setting.
Traditionally, the earliest finish time of a task is the
earliest time at which it can finish under a legal partial
schedule and is defined as follows.
Definition 5. Earliest Start Time (EST) is defined as the
earliest time in the schedule at which a given task ti can
4start
EST (ti, pj) = max(avail[j], max
tm∈pred(ti)
(AFT (tm)+cm,i))
(2)
Definition 6. Consequently, Earliest Finish Time (EFT) is
defined as the earliest time at which the task ti can finish,
EFT (ti, pj) = EST (ti, pj) + w(ti, pj) (3)
where w(ti, pj) is the execution time of task ti on processor
pj .
Although this definition conveys the meaning of
the earliest start time and end times, they are not
adequate when it comes to defining the earliest start
and finish times of tasks when calculating the critical-
path. Several pieces of literature [3], [8], [7] have
redefined the earliest finish time to suit their needs.
In order to define the critical-path in a heterogeneous
setting, we also redefine the start and finish times of
tasks.
Definition 7. A Critical-Path (CP) is the longest path
in the DAG when it has a corresponding optimal partial
assignment
This definition of the critical-path stems from
Lemma 1 which states that the CP cannot be inde-
pendent of its partial assignment. Hence, we define
our CP as the path that has the longest path length
when all the tasks in that path are mapped in the most
effective way possible.
Definition 8. From these two restrictions imposed by the
new definition of the CP, we redefine our earliest finish time
as Critical Earliest Finish Time (CEFT) :
CEFT (ti, pj) =
maxTk∈P(ti){minpl∈{0,··· ,p−1}{Ccomp(ti, pj)
+ CEFT (Tk, pl) + comm({ti, pj}, {Tk, pl})}} (4)
Note that the above definition 4 is entirely satis-
factory in two circumstances: when we consider the
length of a single path within the task graph and
when tasks can be duplicated onto multiple pro-
cessors. When we consider multiple paths through
the graph simultaneously and task duplication is not
possible, the problem becomes more difficult. In the
next section we deal with the case where paths are
considered in isolation or tasks may be duplicated.
4 A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING SOLUTION
Our definition 4 of the critical earliest finish time
(CEFT) includes an optimal mapping of tasks to
processors, and allows us to define a more accurate
critical path for heterogeneous architectures than pre-
vious approaches. However, there are an exponential
number of allocations of tasks to processors, so any al-
gorithm that considers all mappings individually will
require exponential time. In this section, we present
Algorithm 1 Identify & map the critical-path of a
given DAG onto a set of processors
Input: Given application graph is a DAG and vertex IDs are in topological
order
1: function FINDANDMAPCRITICALPATH(Gt, Gr)
2: for ti = 0 · · · v do
3: if current task is a source task then
4: Set CEFT(ti, pj ) as the execution time of ti on each processor
5: else
6: for pj = 0 · · · p do
7: for tk ∈ pred(ti) do
8: for pl = 0 · · · p do
9: ti is the current task under investigation
10: pj is the current processor to which ti is mapped
currently
11: tk is a parent of ti
12: pl is the processor to which tk is mapped currently
13: commCost = comm({tk, pl}, {ti, pj})
14: compCost = Ccomp(ti, pj) + CEFT (tk, pl)
15: totalCost = compCost+ commCost
16: Choose the processor pl that minimizes the EFT of tk
17: From among these minimized choices of (tk, pl) pairs,
choose the one that maximizes eq 4 and call it (tmaxk , p
min
j )
18: CEFT (ti, pj) = totalCost belonging to the
(tmaxk , p
min
j ) pair
19: CEFT (ti, pj).path = CEFT (tmaxk , p
min
j ).path
20: CEFT (ti, pj).path.push back((ti, pj))
21: for ts ∈ listOfSinks do
22: for ps = 0 · · · p do
23: cost = CEFT (ts, ps)
24: pmins = ps that minimizes cost
25: From among these minimized costs, choose the task tmaxs that
maximizes the minimized cost
26: The critical-path is the path represented by
CEFT (tmaxs , p
min
s ).path
a dynamic programming approach that computes the
length of a path in the dependence graph using our
CEFT-based definition of dependence length. Using
this approach we formulate a polynomial time algo-
rithm that finds the CEFT-longest dependence path
in the task graph. In the case where tasks can be
duplicated to reduce communication costs, a longest
path is also a critical path in the task graph.
Algorithm 1 traverses the vertices of the task graph
in topological order. The algorithm computes the crit-
ical earliest finish time (CEFT (ti, pj)) of each task, ti,
on each of the processors, pj , in the machine. Note
that where the machine contains groups of multiple
identical processors (with the same computation and
communication times) the entire group can be consid-
ered a single processor for the purposes of computing
a critical path. A critical path computes a lower bound
on the execution time of the task graph based solely
on the length of dependence chains rather than on
resource constraints. Therefore, having multiple in-
stances of the same class of processor does not affect
the critical path.
Where a task, ti has no predecessors (i.e. a source
task) its CEFT (ti, pj) on processor pj is simply the
execution time of that task on the processor. Where
a task has one or more parents in the task graph,
the task cannot start executing until the predecessor
task, tk, has completed and its results have been
communicated. However, we do not have a single
critical earliest finish time for tk. Instead we have a
5separate CEFT (ti, pj) for each processor pj ∈ p. To
compute CEFT (ti, pj), that is the earliest finish time
of task ti on processor pj we consider each of the
possible processor allocations, pl, of the predecessor
task, tk. We select the allocation of tk to pl that
results in the lowest value for CEFT (ti, pj), taking
into account the execution time of task ti on processor
pj and the communication time between processor pl
and pj . Where tasks tk and ti are allocated to the same
processor, we assume that communication costs are
zero.
The resulting algorithm is significantly more com-
plicated than the critical path algorithm for homo-
geneous architectures while having a higher time
complexity. However, the time complexity is polyno-
mial and we find the critical earliest finish time for
each task without having to separately enumerate all
possible allocations of all tasks.
The objective of our algorithm is to redefine the
earliest finish time to more closely represent the in-
tuitive idea behind the shortest possible execution
time based on dependencies. To this end, we do not
fix the allocation/mapping of a task to a processor
as we progress through the algorithm by iterating
over the dynamic programming array. We instead,
compute where the parents of the current task should
be mapped to minimize the CEFT of the current task
on the current processor. This is done in lines 16–18 in
the algorithm. We set up our loops to be able to iterate
over four variables : ti (current task), pj (current task’s
current processor), tk (current task’s current parent)
and pl (current parent’s current processor). From lines
6–12, it is evident that for every combination of a
current task and a specific processor for the current
task (ti, pj) we examine all possible assignments of
all possible parents and choose the set of assignments
of the parents which minimizes the earliest finish time
of task ti on processor pj .
We reiterate by stressing on the fact that this does not
fix the assignment for the current task on the current
processor. It simply examines it. This also does not
fix the assignment of any of the parents of task ti.
The algorithm only fixes the assignment of the parent
that has led to the minimization of the earliest finish
time of the task ti, locally to the pair of ti, pj under
consideration3.
3This gives us a major added benefit of incorporating
lookahead features for much lesser complexity. [7] claim to
incorporate lookahead features into their algorithm by calculating
an optimistic cost table (OCT) for O(p2e) complexity. The original
lookahead based scheduling algorithm [9], incorporates lookahead
features at a much higher complexity of O(v4p3). We incorporate
lookahead features into our algorithm without compromising as
much complexity. We ensure tasks that are being inspected are
not immediately assigned to a processor. Hence any a given task
has a set of finish times that it could take potentially, based on the
assignment of its parent and itself. Only when an all exit tasks
have been visited and one is chosen, we fix the assignment of all
the tasks in the CP. In doing so, we gain greater flexibility and the
ability to find the right critical path.
ti
tj
tk
tl
Fig. 1: Section of a sample application graph
This is reflected in the lines 19–20. Once the lat-
est completing parent (tmaxk ) has been identified,
we copy the path information from this parent and
append the pair (ti, pj) onto this path informa-
tion. Lines 21–26 show how the critical-path can be
fixed by examining the dynamic programming array
(CEFT ) entries of all the sink/exit nodes and identify
CEFT (tmaxs , p
min
s ). This gives an idea of how the
critical-path is always in a state of flux and is not
fixed until the algorithm finishes.
4.1 Task duplication
Our algorithm finds the critical path by identifying
the longest dependence path through the task graph.
We use our CEFT definition of path length, meaning
the time required for computation and inter-processor
communication, assuming an optimal allocation of the
tasks on the path to various classes of processors.
However, this definition of the longest path contains
an important assumption. We assume that we can
compute the length of two different paths indepen-
dently. However, the length of a path depends on the
allocation of the tasks in the path to processors. If a
single task appears on multiple different paths, the
different paths may require a different allocation of
that task to minimize path length.
For instance, let us consider a section of an appli-
cation graph shown in Figure 1. Let us assume that
all the tasks that are denoted using concentric circles
are in the critical path of the application. For the sake
of simplicity, let us assume that the amount of data
to be transferred from task tj to tasks tk and tl is
∞. In this scenario when tk is being evaluated, its
parent tj will be assigned to the same processor that
tk gets assigned to and the same holds true in the case
of tl. When the final critical path is decided as we
reach exit tasks in this application graph, there might
be a situation where tk and tl might be assigned to
different processors. If this situation arises, the task tj
(even though it is not on the critical path) has to be
assigned to two different processors to make sure that
tk and tl stay on the critical path.
Many existing scheduling algorithms use task du-
plication [10], [11] to reduce communication costs on
heterogeneous parallel architectures. Where a parent
task has more than one successor, it can sometimes
6improve the schedule to duplicate the parent so that
identical copies of the task execute in parallel on two
different processors. This can reduce communication
time between processors, particularly on heteroge-
neous architectures where different tasks are often
suited to different types of processor. Where task
duplication is used, our Algorithm 1 will compute a
correct critical path in all cases. However, where the
subsequent scheduling approach does not allow task
duplication, our algorithm may result in an overly-
optimistic critical path length.
In the case where task duplication is not allowed,
each task must be allocated to exactly one processor.
As with the case where tasks may be duplicated, we
must deal with two sets of costs when computing
path lengths. We must consider the cost of executing
a given task on a given processor, and the cost of the
communication between tasks on each possible pair of
processors. Where the communication costs between
processors can vary arbitrarily, this is equivalent to
the Partitioned Boolean Quadratic Problem (PBQP)
which is known to be NP-complete [12]. Thus, in the
absence of task duplication, finding a critical path in
a task graph on parallel architectures with heteroge-
neous execution times and communication costs is
NP-complete.
5 COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section we analyse the space and time com-
plexity of the dynamic programming method from
algorithm 1 proposed in Section 4. The outermost
loop in the algorithm runs from ti = 0 · · · v. This
loop inspects all the tasks in the DAG. The second
level loop inspects all possible processors for the
current task ti. This implies that, pj runs from 0 · · · p.
For each (task, processor) pair, we need to inspect
every parent of ti as the algorithm tends to fix the
parents processors based on its child’s requirements.
This necessitates that tk runs from 0 · · · pred(ti). To
fix the parents processor, we need to inspect all the
processors again to see which processor for the parent
gives the earliest start for the current child. Hence, pl
runs from 0 · · · p.
Then the complexity of the entire algorithm in the
worst case of all the upper limits of these nested loops
is: v × p × npred(ti) × p. npred(ti) is the number of
parents for any given task. In the general case, this
can be assumed to be the average in-degree of the
application DAG. The average in-degree of a DAG
can be further written as e/v. Hence the complexity of
the algorithm can be simplified as O(p2e). In the worst
case, where the DAG is a fully connected graph, the
number of edges in the graph is equal to v2. In this
case, the complexity of the algorithm is increased to
O(v2p2) which is higher than the complexity of other
list scheduling heuristics like HEFT and CPOP which
is O(v2p).
Algorithm 2 The critical path on a processor (CPOP)
algorithm
1: function CPOP
2: Set the comp costs of tasks and comm costs of edges with mean values
3: Compute ranku of tasks by traversing graph upward, starting from
exit task
4: Compute rankd of tasks by traversing graph downward, from entry
task
5: Compute priority(ti) = rankd(ti) + ranku(ti) for each task ti
in the graph
6: |CP | = priority(tentry), where tentry is the entry task
7: SETCP = {tentry}, where SETCP is the sect of tasks on the
critical path
8: tk ← tentry
9: while tk is not the exit task do
10: Select tj where ((tj ∈ succ(tk)) and (priority(ti) == |CP |))
11: SETCP = SETCP
⋃{tj}
12: tk ← tj
13: Select the critical-path processor (pcp), pcp minimizes∑
ti∈SETCP wi,j
14: Initialize the priority queue with the entry task
15: while there is an unscheduled task in the priority queue do
16: Select the highest priority task ti from the priority queue
17: if ti ∈ SETCP then
18: Assign the task ti on pcp
19: else
20: Assign the task ti to the processor pj which minimizes the
EFT (ti, pj)
21: Update the priority-queue with the successors of ti, if they
become ready tasks
However, if processors can be divided into P pro-
cessors (where processors in each class have identical
computation and communication costs), then the al-
gorithm only needs to deal with the number of such
classes of processors rather than p. This is feasible
as our algorithm is a critical path finding algorithm
and hence doesn’t need to keep track of availability of
processors. When trying to map a task from the critical
path all processors will be free. This greatly reduces
the computational complexity of our algorithm from
O(v2e) to O(P2e), where P is the number of types of
processors.
The space complexity of the algorithm at first glance
is O(pv) as the CEFT is a two dimensional array of
size v × p. But this can be further reduced by storing
the path information of only a frontier that is moving
down along the DAG. Since we incorporate the path
information from the previous states into the current
state, we can ignore the state information of all the
CEFT elements that have been absorbed into other
CEFT elements. This would in turn be a frontier
that is moving down the DAG. Hence, the space
complexity can be reduced down to O(βp) where β is
the width parameter of the graph.
6 FROM CRITICAL PATH TO MAKESPAN:
CEFT-CPOP
CEFT is a critical path finding algorithm for appli-
cation DAGs on heterogeneous processors. We ex-
tend this critical path finding algorithm into a DAG
scheduling algorithm for heterogeneous processors by
incorporating the critical path obtained from CEFT
into CPOP. We have cleverly named this CEFT-CPOP.
7Let us recall the CPOP algorithm from the brief
discussions in section 9. It is a critical path based list
scheduling algorithm that calculates its critical path
based on mean values of computation costs and com-
munication costs as shown in line 2 of algorithm 2. In
lines 3–5 the authors of CPOP calculate the priority
function which orders the tasks according to their
relative importance. The entry task is added to the CP
and the graph is then traversed downward from the
entry task. Then, a child tj of the entry task that has
the same priority value as itself is added to the critical
path. Consequently, tj ’s children are examined and
the one that has the same priority value is added to
the path and the algorithm continues until it reaches
the exit task. This path is then assigned to a single
processor pcp in line 13 of the algorithm, in an attempt
to produce the smallest possible critical path length
for the tasks in the critical path4. Once the path has
been assigned to the processor that minimizes the
path length, a priority queue with the entry task in
it is examined. The task that has the highest priority
function value is popped out of this queue. If this
path is part of the critical path calculated earlier, it is
scheduled on pcp, otherwise it is scheduled on the pro-
cessor pj which minimizes the EFT (ti, pj). If any of
the successors of the task that was just scheduled are
now ready to be scheduled, they are added onto the
priority queue and the algorithm continues until all
the tasks in the priority queue have been scheduled.
In order to extend our critical path finding algo-
rithm into a scheduling algorithm, the only modifica-
tion we make to the CPOP algorithm is one of finding
the critical path. Hence, we remove lines 2 – 13 of
the CPOP algorithm and assign SETCP to the critical
path found by our algorithm. The rest of the algorithm
remains the same. Our main comparison in terms of
makespan and related metrics is between CEFT-CPOP
and CPOP. This provides us with a basis of a real
comparison of the effectiveness of the critical path
as the only difference between the two algorithms
is the way the critical paths are calculated. We also
provide a comparison against HEFT, to show far away
our results are from the state of the art scheduling
algorithm.
7 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we present a statistical comparison of
our algorithm with the current state of the art algo-
rithms (CPOP and HEFT) in the context of a critical
path finding algorithm and its ability to be adapted
into a scheduling algorithm. In section 7.1 we outline
the workloads on which the experiments are based
upon and outline the experimental setup. Section 7.3
defines the metrics based on which the effectiveness
4As we have discussed before, we believe that the tasks in
this path are faulty as they have been calculated based on average
values.
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Fig. 2: Sample graphs with 2 node-weights
of our algorithm as a critical path finding algorithm
is evaluated. The experimental set-up consists of a
dual socket system consisting of Intel Xeon E5620
CPU running at 2.4 GHz with 24GB DDR3 RAM.
The system is running Linux kernel ver 3.0.40-1. The
code was compiled using GCC version 4.7.1 with ‘-
O3’ optimization flag.
7.1 Randomly generated workloads
In order to not bias the results towards any particular
application, we present comparisons of our algorithm
to its contemporaries on synthetically generated ran-
dom graphs. We use a modified version of the random
graph generator from [2]. In the next subsection, we
present four comparison metrics on which the relative
performance of the three algorithms is compared.
We generated four sets of input randomly generated
graphs (RGG) using the random graph generator:
RGG-classic, RGG-low, RGG-medium and RGG-high.
RGG-classic is the first set of input application
graphs that we generated to mimic the random graphs
generated in the work presented by [2] and [7]. These
graphs use the heterogeneity factor that is embedded
in them to generate the execution times of a given
task on the different processors. Following on from
the random graph generator used in the literature, the
execution time for task ti on processor pj is randomly
chosen from the following range:
wi × (1− β
2
) ≤ wi,j ≤ wi × (1 + β
2
) (5)
The possible range of values for β is 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, which
means that wi,j can only possibly take values between
wi
2
and
3× wi
2
. This implies that for any processor
graph, a task can only be 3 times as fast on the
fastest processor as it is on the slowest processor. This
level of heterogeneity might not be representative of
clusters which have certain processors with hardware
accelerators. This is the major source of inspiration
for us to generate the other three workloads. In the
case of RGG-low, RGG-medium and RGG-high, we use
a modified version of the random graph generator.
Every task in the modified graph from each of these
workloads contains two node-weights as shown in
8figure 2. Table 2 shows the corresponding execution
times of the tasks from figure 2a on the processors
from figure 2b.
Cost(ti, pj) =
[
wt1(ti)
W r1 (pj)
+
wt0(ti)
W r0 (pj)
]
(6)
These execution times are calculated using a simple
two-part cost model based on equation 6. Every task
and resource has two weights. The execution time of
a task on a resource is given by the sum of the ratio of
the corresponding node weights. We draw inspiration
for this cost model from [13]. This cost model yields
a higher variability in execution times with some
tasks being fast on certain processors; while those
processors being not universally faster for all tasks
in the application graph.
Consider the graphs from figure 2; the value of
node-weights of the tasks and processors determine
the execution time of these tasks. We generated the
same set of six processor graphs for the RGG-low,
RGG-medium and RGG-high workloads. While cre-
ating said processor graphs, the values for the two
node-weights are chosen from two intervals : {I1, I2}.
At every node, a random number between 0 and 1
is chosen and if it is lower than β, the first node-
weight is chosen from I1 and the second node-weight
is chosen from I2. If it is higher than β however, the
two intervals are interchanged. This process of using
the intervals to fill in the node-weights of the nodes
in the graph is adopted for the application graphs too.
For the workloads mentioned above, the following
intervals were used:
• Resource graph – I1 = {102, 103} and I2 =
{103, 104}
• RGG-low – I1 = {102, 103} and I2 = {103, 104}
• RGG-medium – I1 = {102, 103} and I2 =
{104, 105}
• RGG-high – I1 = {102, 103} and I2 = {105, 106}
The result of this kind of workload generation,
enables us to create workloads that have significantly
different execution times. These workloads have the
same structure, but differ in the execution times of
the tasks as discussed in the previous paragraph. In
order to generate the structure of the graphs, we use
the random graph generator from the literature with
the following parameters:
• n – Number of tasks in the graph; –
{128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384}
P1 P2
T1 6 35.25
T2 60.18 10
T3 9.5 15.8
T4 25.35 6
TABLE 2: Execution time for the application and
processor graph from figure 2
• o – The average outdegree of a node in the graph;
– {2, 4, 8}
• c – Communication-to-Computation ratio (CCR).
It is the ratio of the weight of an edge leaving
a vertex (i.e. communication cost) to the vertex
weight (i.e. the computation cost). In order to
incorporate heterogeneity in the communication
backbone, the weight is chosen randomly in the
range wi× c× (1− β
2
), wi× c× (1 + β
2
); where wi
represents the computation cost or the weight of
the vertex and β denotes the heterogeneity factor
as described below; – {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10}
• α – Shape parameter of the graph. The height of
the graph depends on this parameter as
√
n
α
. The
width of the graph is randomly chosen from a
uniform distribution with a mean equal to α×√n.
Hence smaller values of α gives tall and skinny
graphs, while larger values of α gives short and
fat graphs; – {0.1, 0.25, 0.75, 1.0}
• β – Heterogeneity factor of the graph. This pa-
rameter dictates the weights of the vertices in
the graphs (i.e. computation costs) which is ran-
domly chosen from the following range:
wi × (1− β
2
) ≤ wi,j ≤ wi × (1 + β
2
) (7)
where wi is the weight of the vertex or the
computation cost which is chosen randomly from
a uniform distribution in the range [0, 2×wDAG].
wDAG is the average computation cost of the
graph and is chosen randomly. This is the way
heterogeneity is incorporated into the application
graphs throughout this paper unless otherwise
stated explicitly; – {10, 25, 50, 75, 95}
• γ – Skewness parameter of the graph. It denotes
how computation is spread across the graph.
Smaller values of γ gives uniformly distributed
graphs while larger values give skewed graphs
where pockets of the graph are more computa-
tionally intensive compared to other parts of the
graph; – {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95}
With the above configuration of parameters, a total
of 14400 graphs were created. Each of these randomly
generated graphs are scheduled on six different pro-
cessor graphs (p – {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}; where p is
the number of processors). This amounts to 86400
experiments (an experiment corresponds to an input
application DAG, processor graph pair) for every
workload and a total of 345600 experiments across
all the workloads. To our best knowledge, our exper-
iments are the only ones to use application graphs
that have a large number of nodes (between 128 and
16384) as benchmarks. Previous evaluation of other
heuristics such as HEFT and PEFT have a maximum
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Fig. 3: Application DAGs for Gaussian Elimination
and Fast Fourier Transform. Redrawn from [18], [14],
[2]
of 500 nodes in the randomly generated graphs. 5
7.2 Real world graphs
In addition to the variants of the randomly generated
graphs (RGG-classic, RGG-low, RGG-medium and
RGG-high), we evaluate the performance of our al-
gorithm on real-world applications, namely Gaussian
elimination [14], Fast Fourier Transform [15], Molec-
ular dynamics [16] and Epigenomics workflow [17].
As is a common trend in the scheduling research
community [2], [7], we generate graphs based on
the known structure of these real-world applications.
These graphs are generated with differing values
of some of the parameters discussed in section 7.1.
Since the structure is known for these applications,
the α parameter of the graphs cannot be changed.
The range of values for the other parameters are
as follows: {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10} for c (CCR)
and {10, 25, 50, 75, 95} for β (heterogeneity). These
real world applications are also run on the six dif-
ferent processor graphs as mentioned in the previous
section.
7.2.1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Figure 3b shows the task graph of another real world
application, Fast Fourier Transform. The FFT algorithm
can be split into two parts: recursive calls and the
butterfly operation [2] represented by the dashed line
in the figure. All the tasks above the line represent the
recursive calls and the ones below are the butterfly
operation tasks. For a given input vector of size
m which is a power of two, there are 2 × m − 1
recursive calls and m × log2m butterfly operations.
This application is especially unique in that all the
5To explore the different workloads further, we encourage the
readers to download the code from Github at
https://github.com/aravind-vasudevan/graphgen and
experiment with the different input parameters.
paths in this application are the critical-path and they
all have the same weight [14].
7.2.2 Gaussian Elimination (GE)
Gaussian Elimination [18], [14], is an algorithm which
solves a linear system of equations by performing a
sequence of operations on the associated matrix of
coefficients. Figure 3a shows the task graph for the
Gaussian Elimination algorithm operating on a matrix
of size 5. The total number of tasks in a Gaussian
Elimination graph is given by
m2 +m− 2
2
and in the
case of the figure, the number of tasks when m = 5 is
14.
7.2.3 Molecular Dynamics (MD)
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Fig. 4: Application DAG for Molecular dynamics code.
Redrawn from [16]
A commonly found application in the literature
is the modified molecular dynamic code from [16].
The task graph of this code is presented in Figure 4.
This application serves as a benchmark for scheduling
algorithms due the shape of its irregular task graph.
The task graph was modified by Browne [16] from
its original structure in order to increase the number
of tasks and edges. They also modified the com-
putation and communication times of the tasks and
edges while synthetically generating the architecture
on which this task graph was run. This was done in
an attempt to increase the variability in the graph. In
a similar vein, all the scheduling algorithms presented
in this paper were tested on synthetically generated
application and processor graphs, unless explicitly
stated otherwise.
7.2.4 Epigenomics Workflow (EW)
The epigenomics workflow is a data processing
pipeline that automates the execution of various
10
genome sequencing operations. It maps the epigenetic
state of the human cells on a genome-wide scale.
Parts of this application can be split into independent
chunks (split on inputs) which can be executed in
parallel. The outputs from these independent chunks
are further processed to filter noise and contaminating
sequences. The graph has a very compact parallel
structure and is generally wider than it is taller.
7.3 Comparison metrics
We compare the algorithms based on the following
comparison metrics : critical path length (CPL), sched-
ule length (makespan), speedup, schedule length ratio
(SLR), slack and a pairwise comparison of number
of occurrences of better solutions which are com-
mon heuristics used to compare the performance of
scheduling algorithms [2], [3], [7], [11], [15].
7.3.1 Critical path length (CPL)
As we have discussed in section 3, the critical path is
the longest path from the entry node to the exit node
in the application graph. The length of the critical
path in turn becomes a key metric as it serves as a
hard lower bound for the schedule length (makespan).
As our algorithm is primarily a critical path finding
algorithm, this metric is of key importance and we
compare the lengths of the paths produced by our
algorithm and CPOP for a given input application
graph and processor graph pair. HEFT is not a critical
path based scheduling algorithm and hence we cannot
present the statistics for it under this comparison
metric.
7.3.2 Speedup
Speedup is defined as the ratio of the sequential exe-
cution time to the parallel execution time (makespan).
The sequential execution time is calculated by assign-
ing all tasks onto the processor which minimizes the
total execution time of the task graph as shown in the
following equation :
Speedup =
minpj∈P [Σti∈TCcomp(ti, pj)]
makespan
(8)
In equation 8, the numerator represents the sequential
execution time of the input application graph for the
given processor graph. This value is independent of
the choice of the scheduling algorithm and is therefore
a constant for all the three algorithms (our critical path
algorithm, CPOP and HEFT) under scrutiny here.
This implies that the speedup is the makespan nor-
malised against the sequential execution time which
is constant across all the algorithms compared. Hence,
speedup is often used as a better replacement metric
for the makespan as it returns a normalised score.
7.3.3 Scheduling length ratio (SLR)
The most commonly used metric to compare the
performance of scheduling algorithms is the makespan.
Its use as a comparison metric has been well es-
tablished in the literature [2], [3], [15], [19]. But in
order to normalize the schedule length against any
topology/processor graph, we adopt the normalized
schedule length (NSL) [6] which is also called the
scheduling length ratio (SLR). It is defined as follows
:
SLR =
makespan
Σ
ti∈CP
minpj∈P [Ccomp(ti, pj)]
(9)
where CP is the critical path. The denominator6 of
the equation gives the sum of the computation costs
of the critical path tasks assuming they are assigned
to the processors which minimize their individual
execution times. The SLR of an application DAG
(under an optimal assignment or using any other
scheduling algorithm) cannot be less than one as no
valid schedule of tasks on the processors can produce
a smaller makespan than the denominator. Since the
critical path serves as lower bound for the makespan,
one can identify that the denominator value might be
smaller7 than the true critical path; as this formula-
tion ignores communication cost and hence produces
shorter critical path lengths than the true critical path
length.
7.3.4 Slack
Slack is a commonly used metric in the context of
comparing scheduling algorithms [20]. It represents
the ability of a schedule to deal with delays in the ex-
ecution of some tasks. It represents how accommoda-
tive a schedule is and acts as representative of ro-
bustness in the scheduling algorithms literature [21].
The slack of a task represents the time window within
which the task can be delayed without extending the
makespan. Slack is defined as,
Slack =
∑
ti∈V
M − blevel(ti)− tlevel(ti)
v
(10)
It is important to note that makespan and slack are
conflicting metrics. Makespan is representative of the
efficiency of the scheduling algorithms in terms of its
capability to lower the execution time of the appli-
cation DAG; whereas, slack is representative of the
forgiving nature of the schedule. 8
6The denominator of SLR is often confused with the
numerator of speedup. They are not the same as the task set to
which they are applied to is different. In the denominator of the
SLR only tasks from the CP are considered, while the numerator
of speedup considers all the tasks in the task graph.
7It is equal in the case where the input application graph is a
linear DAG
8If one were to reduce the problem ad absurdum, a schedule
that never finishes or finishes at infinity will have the highest
(infinite) slack.
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Workload # of experiments CPL(%) makespan(%)
RGG-classic
99346 Longer 60.06 26.95
99346 Equal 39.93 57.12
99346 Shorter 0 15.9
RGG-low
100800 Longer 40.61 23.15
100800 Equal 0.46 0.89
100800 Shorter 58.92 75.94
RGG-medium
100800 Longer 16.52 7.96
100800 Equal 0.33 1.74
100800 Shorter 83.14 90.29
RGG-high
100800 Longer 15.20 7.66
100800 Equal 0.8 2.64
100800 Shorter 83.99 89.69
TABLE 3: Percentage of instances in the experiments
where CEFT’s CPL and makespan are longer, equal
or shorter than CPOP’s corresponding values
Fig. 5: Percentage of instances CEFT’s CPL is longer,
equal or shorter compared to CPOP’s CPL
Static algorithms however, deal with the time
dependence of certain application DAGs by using
stochastic models where task execution times are
random variables as discussed in [22]. Braun et al.
also suggest that scheduling algorithms having higher
slack are more robust for DAGs who employ a stochas-
tic model for task execution times. In our experiments,
we do not use any such dynamic DAGs as our work-
loads are comprised entirely of static DAGs. In this
case, a higher slack usually means that the schedule is
not tight enough. However, if a scheduling algorithm
creates a schedule with low SLR and high slack, it
means that there is still scope for improvement in the
schedule and hence even lower SLR values can be
obtained.
8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section we compare the performance of our
critical path finding algorithm (CEFT) against the cur-
rent state of the art critical path algorithm (CPOP). We
also present a brief comparison of the extension of our
critical path algorithm (CEFT-CPOP) to function as a
scheduling algorithm and compare its results against
CPOP. Since the only difference between CEFT-CPOP
and CPOP is the method by which the critical paths
are found and mapped, makespan related metrics
between these two algorithms help us clearly under-
stand the effects of finding the right critical path.
Table 3 compares CEFT and CPOP in terms of
the critical path lengths produced and corresponding
makespans. Figures 5 and 6 put table 3 into graph-
ical context. We can observe from these graphs that
CEFT produces either longer or same length critical
paths as CPOP in the classic workload. However,
when heterogeneity is better expressed, we produce
shorter makespans in about 83% of the cases. This
is similarly reflected in the corresponding makespans
produced by CEFT. Note however, that the table only
provides the percentage of the number of instances
in which path lengths and corresponding makespans
are longer, equal or shorter and discloses nothing about
the relative quality of the solutions obtained.
Figures 7a and 7b on the other hand help under-
stand the relative quality of the solutions obtained
by the two algorithms. Both the plots shown here
are scatter plots. As the density of the points in the
scatter plot is so high, we chose to offset the points
that are on the line corresponding to a particular α,
by a small random amount (in the x-axis; within a
preset range) to form a “bar” that better displays how
the ratios are distributed. All the points inside the bar
correspond to the value of α that the bar sits on top of.
As the graphs become wider (with increasing values
of α), the critical path lengths found by CEFT become
shorter. This stems from the fact that, while no other
application graph parameter changes, the increase in
the width of the graph gives rise to more shorter
paths from the source task to the exit task. Since the
objective of CEFT is to find the longest shortest path
from all the possible paths, the critical path lengths
produced by it decrease as well. This holds true in
the case of the high heterogeneity workloads as well
(RGG-high). 9
Fig. 6: Percentage of instances CEFT’s makespan
is longer, equal or shorter compared to CPOP’s
makespan
9At this juncture, we have to mention that this way of
representing the critical path length ratio is a bit misleading. The
density of the points in the lower portions of the graph is not
clearly visible and hence it seems like CEFT always produces
longer critical paths than CPOP. While this is true in the case of
RGG-classic, the CPL produced by our algorithm (CEFT) is
shorter in 83.99% of the experiments in RGG-high. Another note
on the graph, is that it appears as if there are some values that
look like they are below the zero line (which is impossible since
the critical path length ratio between any two algorithms can
never be negative). This is because the plot uses an ’x’ marker to
plot the points.
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(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-high
Fig. 7: Comparing the lengths of the critical paths
across RGG-classic and RGG-high workloads in
terms of α of the application graph
Fig. 8: Comparing
CPL for RGG-medium
in terms of different
values of β in the input
graphs
Fig. 9: Comparing
speedup for RGG-high
in terms of number
of tasks in the input
graphs. Higher is better.
(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-low (c) RGG-medium (d) RGG-high
Fig. 10: Comparing speedup across different workloads in terms of the number of processors in the processor
graph. Higher is better.
It is evident from table 3 that as heterogeneity in the
workload becomes more apparent, CEFT outperforms
CPOP in terms of both the critical path length and
the makespan. In RGG-classic CEFT never produces
a critical path that was shorter than the critical paths
produced by CPOP which resulted in makespans that
were longer in 26.95% of the experiments. Another
interesting thing to note here is that even in the case
where heterogeneity is well expressed (RGG-high) our
algorithm does not perform as well as CPOP only in
7.66% of the experiments.
In the most heterogeneous workload RGG-high,
CEFT produces shorter critical path lengths in 83.99%
of the experiments which lead to shorter makespans
in 89.69% of the experiments. There seems to be
a strong correlation between shorter critical path
lengths and shorter makespans. However, one can-
not conclude that shorter critical path lengths result
in shorter makespans as it is important to identify
the correct shorter critical path which would lead to
shorter makespans. From the results in this table, our
algorithm does well in terms of selecting the correct
critical paths.
Figure 10 shows how the speedup metric from
section 7.3.2 varies when the number of processor is
varied. As the number of processors is increased, the
average speedup achieved is naturally higher which is
clearly reflected in the graphs. In the standard work-
load, RGG-classic all the algorithms perform nearly
equally. When the heterogeneity is increased, it is
evident from figures 10c and 10d that the average
speedups achieved by CPOP become progressively
lesser with increase in number of processors. This is
mainly because of the fact that CPOP assigns all the
tasks from the critical path onto a single processor.
The choice of assigning the entire critical path
on a single processor might prove to be an excel-
lent choice in scenarios where the communication-to-
computation ratio (CCR) is very high, thereby mak-
ing communication costs high. But in the majority
of the cases, where the computation costs dominate
the communication costs, this proves to be a wrong
decision and the makespans suffer in kind. This trend
of CPOP not being able to catch-up with CEFT-CPOP
is evident in graphs based on metrics like number of
tasks, α, β etc. Figure 9, highlights another interesting
result. Upon careful inspection, the average speedup
of CEFT-CPOP is the highest among all three com-
parison algorithms, until the number of tasks cross
1024 (incidentally, 512 is the highest number of tasks
in synthetic workloads that have been used for testing
the efficiency of scheduling algorithms previously [7]).
In figure 11, we compare the schedule length ratio
metric across the different workloads through this
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(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-low (c) RGG-medium (d) RGG-high
Fig. 11: Comparing SLR across different workloads in terms of β of the input graphs. Lower is better.
(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-low (c) RGG-medium (d) RGG-high
Fig. 12: Comparing speedup across different workloads in terms of β of the input graphs. Higher is better.
context. It is evident from the graphs that RGG-classic
and RGG-low exhibit similar SLR patterns (RGG-low
has a slightly lower SLR value on average). It is
interesting to note however, that in RGG-medium and
RGG-high, our algorithm produces the lowest average
SLR value when β ∼= 50. Setting β to values close
to 50 during the input graph generation, generates a
good mix of tasks that require the different types of
processors in the processor graph10.
When there is such a good mix of the types of tasks,
it is easier to schedule it onto different types of pro-
cessors as contention for the same kind of processor
would be low. However, when β goes away from 50
either side, it leads to increased demand for a certain
type of processor, hence increasing the contention
among tasks. This leads to increased makespan values
when β is farther away from 50. However, the critical
path lengths calculated by our algorithm remains
unaffected as shown figure 8, as one does not need
to account for processor availability while calculating
the critical path (since, this is equivalent to schedul-
ing a linear DAG where all processors are available
10This is better understood by referring back to our discussion
of the two intervals I1 and I2 from section 7.1. When β ≈ 50,
there are approximately an equal number of tasks that use I1 for
its first node-weight I2 for its second, as the number of tasks that
use it vice-versa. This results in the most varied execution times
across tasks. When β goes farther away from the mean value of
50, it results in graphs that have more tasks that confirm to a
specific ordering of the two intervals, thereby making the tasks
more similar which leads to a less varied execution time table.
whenever a task is ready to be scheduled.
This notion of the graph generator producing
graphs that could potentially lead to lower makespans
is further accentuated by figure 12. In RGG-classic,
since heterogeneity is incorporated differently (recall
our discussion about the conventional way of im-
plementing a random graph generator, like the one
presented by Topcuoglu et al. in [2]) the speedup
values across the different algorithms are very similar
and we do not observe the U-shaped curve from
figure 11d. However, in the heavier workloads, we
can clearly see the curve forming again. Once again,
CPOP’s method of calculating the critical path lets it
down. As CPOP assigns all the tasks from the critical
path (which might be composed of any number of
different types of tasks, i.e. tasks requiring different
amounts of the different types of processors) onto the
same processor, the makespan suffers which leads to
reduced speedup.
Another important parameter in the graph genera-
tion process is α which dictates the width of the graph.
Lower values of α produce tall skinny graphs, while
larger values produce larger wide graphs. It is evident
from figure 13a, that the average SLR produced by the
schedules found by our algorithm are lower than both
CPOP and HEFT for all the different values of α.
For smaller values of α, our algorithm’s SLR is
lower than CPOP’s SLR by ∼19% and lower than
HEFT’s SLR by ∼6%, which we denote by the tu-
ple [19, 6]. This gap however reduces as the graph
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(a) Alpha - SLR (b) CCR - SLR (c) CCR - Slack
Fig. 13: Comparing Slack and SLR for RGG-classic in terms of α and CCR of the input graphs. Lower is better
for SLR.
becomes wider, with the gap between our algorithm
and HEFT vanishing at high values of α. We do not
highlight the results obtained from the other work-
loads as they exhibit similar patterns to RGG-classic.
As the workload gets heavier (RGG-classic to RGG-
high) the gap between average SLR produced by our
algorithm (CEFT-CPOP) and CPOP is increased. In
the case of RGG-high, for smaller values of α, CEFT-
CPOP’s SLR is lower than CPOP’s SLR by ∼34%.
In terms of robustness, the value of slack increases
for all three algorithms for increasing values of α.
The schedules produced for thinner graphs have a
lower tolerance to accommodate delays in execution
of certain tasks. In the trivial case of the thinnest graph
(which is a linear DAG), any schedule produced by
a static scheduling algorithm will have zero slack as
there is no possibility to overlap computation and
communication (due to the serial nature of the graph).
As the graph gets wider, there is more scope for over-
lapping computation with communication which in
turns helps in schedules being more accommodative
to delays in task execution; this in turn increases the
slack as the graphs get wider.
As the value of the communication-to-computation
(a) Number of tasks (b) Number of resources
Fig. 14: Comparing SLR across different workloads
in terms of number of tasks and resources. Lower is
better.
ratio (CCR) increases, interprocessor communication
overhead dominates computation and hence, the per-
formance of all three scheduling algorithms tends to
degrade. This is shown by the use of the schedule
length ration (SLR) metric in figure 13b. Our algo-
rithm produces SLRs which are lower than CPOP’s
SLR by ∼ 13%, for lower CCR values with HEFT
producing better average SLRs. CEFT-CPOP contin-
ues to outperform CPOP for all the CCR values and
produces similar average SLR to HEFT, for extremely
large CCR values.
Slack on the other hand, which is a measure of
robustness(section 7.3.4), decreases for all the three
scheduling algorithms with increasing CCR values.
This trend of the schedules becoming less tolerant to
delays for increasing values of CCR is highlighted in
figure 13c. Our algorithm provides the highest slack
from the three algorithms compared here, while HEFT
provides the lowest11. The slack produced by CPOP
and CEFT-CPOP are similar (our algorithm produces
slacks that are ∼ 1% – ∼ 2% larger).
In figure 14, we present how the SLR varies with
increasing number of tasks in the application DAG
and increasing number of resources in the resource
graph. Arabnejad et al. suggest that the decrease in
performance of the scheduling algorithms with the in-
crease in number of tasks is due to a marked increase
in the number of concurrent tasks. According to them,
algorithms that have lookahead features tend to suffer
more as these algorithms tend to base the decision
of scheduling the current task heavily on its children
tasks. For some DAGs that have many concurrent
11Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) is a greedy list
scheduling heuristic as we have discussed before. It provides the
lowest slack compared to all the algorithms thereby making it less
robust, but more efficient in terms of schedule length. However,
our algorithm provides a slightly higher slack than HEFT, while
still providing a much lower SLR value compared to HEFT. This
leads us to believe that there is more room for optimization (as
higher slack usually translates to larger windows of time in which
a tasks start time can be moved) with the schedules generated by
CEFT-CPOP which can be utilised to further decrease its
makespan.
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(a) FFT-medium (b) GE-medium (c) MD-medium (d) EW-medium
Fig. 15: Comparing SLR across the different real-world benchmarks (medium variants) in terms of CCR of the
input graphs. Lower is better.
(a) FFT-classic (b) GE-classic (c) MD-classic (d) EW-classic
Fig. 16: Comparing speedup across the different real-world benchmarks (classic variants) in terms of CCR of
the input graphs. Higher is better.
tasks to schedule, the processor load is substantially
changed by the concurrent tasks to be scheduled after
the current task. Therefore, the conditions at the time
of scheduling the current task are different than the
conditions at the time of scheduling its child tasks.
This implies that the decision made by the algorithm
to to schedule the parent task might not be valid,
hence leading to poorer solutions. Our algorithm, in
spite of incorporating lookahead features, provides
the lowest SLR of all the three algorithms compared
for smaller number of tasks (n = 128 to n = 1024).
For larger graphs, HEFT manages to produce better
makespans and hence better SLR values, but our
algorithm continues to outperform CPOP.
8.1 Real World Benchmarks
Figures 17, 18 and 15 show the performance of the
three algorithms in terms of the schedule length ratio
(SLR) and speedup for the four real-world bench-
marks from section 7.2: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
Gaussian Elimination (GE), Molecular Dynamics code
(MD) and the Epigenomics Workflow (EW). The val-
ues in the SLR graphs are the primary motivating
factors for exploring the effectiveness of our algorithm
using randomly generated graphs. Scheduling length
ratio (SLR) is the ratio of the makespan to the length of
the critical path (ignoring communication costs) when
it is mapped onto the fastest processor. SLR is hence
used as a metric to measure size of the application
compared to the critical path. Lower values of SLR
imply that the makespan is comparable to the length
of the critical path and hence scheduling algorithms
with lower values of SLR are preferred.
Intuitively, applications that exhibit higher SLR (ap-
plications whose optimal makespan is much larger
compared to the length of the critical path) is useful
for testing the effectiveness of scheduling algorithms
as they require the scheduling algorithm to make
the right decision on a larger percentage of the total
number of tasks in the application. Figure 17 shows
that the average SLR values of the different algorithms
on the real-world benchmarks is much lower than
the SLR values of the algorithms on the modified
versions (medium variants; generated in a similar
fashion to RGG-medium using the structure of the real
world graphs as discussed in sections 7.2 and 7.1).
The graphs for the medium variants of the real-
world graphs are shown in the paper as they are a
token representative of the three randomly generated
datasets (low, medium and high).
From figure 15, we can see that the performance
(SLR) of all the algorithms on the real-world bench-
marks suffer as the CCR increases. As explained ear-
lier, the SLR is the ratio between the makespan and
the length of the critical path. As communication costs
increase well beyond computation costs (CCR >>
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(a) FFT-classic (b) GE-classic (c) MD-classic (d) EW-classic
Fig. 17: Comparing SLR across the different real-world benchmarks (classic variants) in terms of CCR of the
input graphs. Lower is better.
(a) FFT-medium (b) GE-medium (c) MD-medium (d) EW-medium
Fig. 18: Comparing speedup across the different real-world benchmarks (medium variants) in terms of CCR
of the input graphs. Higher is better.
1.0), the tasks from the critical paths are mapped
onto the same processor in attempt to minimize the
critical path length. The makespans however increase
as a general consequence of increased communication
costs. This explains why the average SLR values go
up as communication costs increase.
In the classic versions of the real-world bench-
marks (figures 17) CEFT-CPOP produces the lowest
average SLR values. Across all the four real-world
benchmarks, CEFT produces critical paths of the same
length as CPOP in ∼ 97.28% of the cases. This is
reflected in the SLR values in figure 17. Owing to
the small number of tasks, HEFT outperforms CEFT
by a small fraction in all the real-world benchmarks
except in GE (this is further supported by the trend
from figure 14a where HEFT produces lower SLRs
as the number of tasks increases). However, when
the heterogeneity is generated using our method (as
discussed in section 7.1; medium variant of the real-
world benchmarks), CEFT produces critical paths that
are shorter than CPOP’s in ∼ 73.8% which lead to
better makespans in ∼ 77.77% of the cases.
8.2 HEFT Ranking Function with CEFT
Topcuoglu et al. [2] calculate two heuristics for assign-
ing priorities to tasks: downward rank (rankd) and
upward rank (ranku). The downward rank of a task ti
is the length of the longest path from the entry task to
ti in the DAG. Consequently, the upward rank (ranku)
of task ti is the length of the longest path from ti to
an exit node.
Both these ranks are calculated using average exe-
cution times and average communication times. In or-
der to calculate the priorities more accurately we pro-
pose two new ranking schemes called rankceft−down
and rankceft−up. For the former, we use the CEFT
dynamic programming array that has been calculated
by traversing the application graph in a topological
order. For every task, we choose the processor that
minimizes the CEFT value and use that as its down-
ward rank. As explained in section 4, CEFT calculates
the length of the critical path from the source task
to a given task using accurate execution times, which
serves as the primary motivation for modifying rankd
in this manner.In order to calculate the upward rank
using CEFT (rankceft−up), we transpose the appli-
cation graph (invert the edges, keeping the vertices
same) and run the CEFT algorithm on this newly
transposed graph. We then employ a similar strategy
as before, assigning every task to the processor that
minimizes its CEFT value and use that value as its
upward rank.
In all the graphs presented in this section, the bars
labelled HEFT refer to the default HEFT algorithm
using the upward rank ranku, while CEFT-HEFT-
UP refers to the HEFT algorithm using rankceft−up.
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(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-low (c) RGG-medium (d) RGG-high
Fig. 19: Comparing speedup across different workloads in terms of α of the input graphs. Higher is better.
(a) RGG-classic (b) RGG-low (c) RGG-medium (d) RGG-high
Fig. 20: Comparing slr across different workloads in terms of Alpha of the input graphs. Lower is better.
HEFT-DOWN refers to HEFT using the downward
rank rankd while CEFT-HEFT-DOWN refers to HEFT
using rankceft−down.
Figure 19 compares the average speedup obtained
by these algorithms with the three algorithms from
the previous section. It is evident from the graphs
that these variants perform very similar to the HEFT
variants. In the classic variant of the randomly
generated benchmarks, HEFT produces an average
speedup ∼ 5% greater than CEFT-HEFT-UP while
HEFT-DOWN and CEFT-HEFT-DOWN produce very
similar speedups with CEFT-HEFT-DOWN winning
marginally for wider graphs. However, in the other
variants of the workload we can see that the upward
ranking function calculated with accurate computa-
tion and communication costs yields marginally better
results than HEFT.Figure 20 shows the corresponding
SLR values of all the algorithms.
9 RELATED WORK
In the past, the intractability of finding optimal so-
lutions for the DAG scheduling problem has been
well explored [1], [23], [24]. As a result, efforts in the
recent past have been focused on finding sub-optimal
solutions in shorter runtimes, using heuristics. On the
one hand, the heuristic solutions have been studied in
terms of guided search space based techniques in [25],
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30] but are generally computa-
tionally intensive. On the other, list scheduling algo-
rithms which are not as computationally expensive,
produce results not far from the optimal [19]. In this
section, we introduce key critical path based static list
scheduling algorithms and methods of calculating the
critical path.
The idea of using Critical Paths in heuristics for
scheduling DAGs has existed for a long time [1], [4],
[5]. The conventional definition of the critical path as
given in Definition 4, is as follows : Critical-Path
(CP) of a DAG is the longest path of from the entry
node to the exit node in the application graph. Existing
algorithms to compute the critical path of a graph for
heterogeneous machines make simplifying assump-
tions. As mentioned before, a simple strategy is to take
execution times of a given task on various processors
and average them [3]. Another [2], is to assign all tasks
on the critical path to a single processor, and to simply
choose the processor that minimizes the critical path
length. The latter approach also avoids having to
consider communication costs because all tasks are
assumed to be on the same processor. However, for
some scenarios these algorithms perform poorly as
we discuss in section 7. In general, the approach of
calculating critical paths based on averages can give
a result that is greater or lesser than the true critical
path. Also, adding a new processor can radically
change the critical path which is not handled well by
the average approach.
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In the past decade, there have been two 12main crit-
ical path based scheduling algorithms : the Dynamic
Critical Path algorithm (DCP) [3] and the Critical
Path On a Processor (CPOP) [2]. Kwok et al. in 1996
developed the DCP algorithm which used the idea
of critical-path to solve the problem of DAG schedul-
ing. In their algorithm, the authors do not calculate
the critical path of the application before scheduling.
During the scheduling process, tasks from the graph
can get dynamically added to the critical-path (CP). In
order to distinguish the CP at an intermediate step in
scheduling from the original CP, Kwok et al. term the
CP at an intermediate step as the Dynamic Critical Path
(DCP). They then proceed to construct a theoretical
basis by which they either remove nodes from the
DCP or include nodes to it to monotonically reduce
the schedule length. That is, at every consecutive step
of the scheduling process, the intermediate schedule
length or the DCPL remains the same or reduces.
The CPOP algorithm borrows a lot of ideas from it’s
superior counterpart : HEFT [2]. It differs from HEFT
by redefining its ranking function. The rank of every
task is calculated as the sum of its static upward rank
and static downward rank. These two ranks signify
the distance of the given task from the exit task and
the source task respectively which are in turn used to
calculate the critical path.
However, using this ranking function has its ad-
vantage. The rank score of the source task and the
exit task are the same which is equal to the length of
the critical-path. The critical path can then be easily
found by traversing the graph depth-first and looking
for tasks that have the same ranking score. Once the
critical path is found, it is scheduled onto a single
processor which minimizes
∑
ti∈CP w(ti, pj),∀pj ∈ P .
This is the second biggest shortcoming of CPOP.
By restricting that the tasks from the critical-path
can be scheduled only onto one processor, the au-
thors take away the ability to explore different as-
signments of the tasks in the CP to potentially ob-
tain a lower/higher schedule length and hence a
lower/higher makespan. Once the CP is scheduled,
the processor selection phase proceeds as defined in
HEFT. For each task ti that is not on the CP, processor
pj is chosen that minimizes the earliest finish time of
task ti on processor pj .
10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed, implemented and
tested a critical path finding algorithm (CEFT) that
12These algorithms are DAG scheduling algorithms that are
based on the idea of critical path. Since the critical path is an
integral part of their work, they define said critical path, hence
making it relevant to the work presented in this paper. At this
juncture, we would like to stress on the fact that our algorithm
presented in the previous sections, is strictly a critical path
finding algorithm which can be extended to form a DAG
scheduling algorithm.
finds the true critical path of an application for hetero-
geneous processors. The quality of the critical paths
are shown to be better than those produced by the
state of the art CPOP algorithm. We show that the
critical path lengths produced by our algorithm is
always at least as long as the ones produced by CPOP
for the RGG-classic workload. Our experiments show
that when the heterogeneity is better expressed in
the workloads (RGG-high) our paths are shorter than
CPOP’s paths in 83.99% of the experiments.
We also extend our critical path finding algorithm
into a DAG scheduling algorithm (CEFT-CPOP) by
replacing the path found by our algorithm (with
its corresponding partial assignment) into the CPOP
algorithm. We compare the efficacy of our algorithm
mainly against CPOP through the use of makespan
related comparison metrics like: schedule length ratio
(SLR), speedup and slack. It is evident from the
results that our algorithm outperforms CPOP even
as a scheduling algorithm, in nearly all aspects. For
the RGG-classic, RGG-low, RGG-medium and RGG-
high, our algorithm (CEFT-CPOP) produces smaller
makespans in 15.9%, 75.94%, 90.29% and 89.69% of
the experiments respectively. We also consistently pro-
duce smaller SLR and slack values than CPOP. In
some cases as explained in section 8, our algorithm
outperforms HEFT in terms of SLR and makespans,
but falls short of HEFT’s capabilities to produce
the tightest schedules (lowest slack values). We ob-
serve similarly consistent results from four real-world
benchmarks: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Gaussian
Elimination (GE), Molecular Dynamics code (MD) and
the Epigenomics Workflow (EW).
One of the biggest impediment for CEFT-CPOP on
the road to lower makespans, is that it has been
extended to function as a scheduling algorithm using
CPOP. Although, this helps us in finding relatively
good schedules, we believe the extension provided
by CPOP is still a limiting factor. We also believe
that, by extending our algorithm into a full scheduling
algorithm without task duplication, one can attain
even better results in terms of obtaining smaller
makespans.
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